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What All Optical Sensors Have In Common

Light source: Usually a light emitting diode (LED).

Light detector:

Usually a Photodetector

Also referred to as Photodiode.

Light filter: Optical filters.



LED

LED emits light at a specific wavelength.

Each wavelength corresponds to a specific color.

Each color can be a different intensity.



Photodiode

A Photodiode is a semiconductor diode that functions as a Photodetector.

Photodiodes convert the light to an electrical signal. (Current or Voltage )

The signal is proportional to light intensity.



Optical Filters

Eliminate unwanted light from reaching the photodiode

Eliminate noise from LED lights



Basic Design of an Optical Sensor

The most common is a
Fluorometer:

A light with a specific wavelength and intensity is emitted from the LED.

The substance being measured absorbs the light and emits a light of
different wavelength.

The emitted light is isolated by using a specific filter.

The filtered light is converted to an electrical signal by the photodiode.



Basic Design of an Optical DO Sensor (oDo)

Problem: The oxygen molecule does not have any significant fluorescence
to any affordable light source.

However: The oxygen molecule has another optical property:



Basic Design of an oDo Sensor

Take the basic design of
a Fluorometer and:

Add a lumiphore

Use an excitation light at
475 nm

Use a 600 nm
Photodiode



Fluorescence Time Decay Measurement

Fade time is measured at 1/e of the maximum intensity.

Fade time is proportional to the amount of oxygen quenching the lumiphore.

However, this measurement is intensity dependent.



Fluorescence Phase Shift Measurement

Add a modulated blue light which results in a modulated fluorescent light

from the lumiphore.

Add a reference modulated red light.

The modulated lights result in a sinusoidal signals with measurable shift

between reference and fluorescent lights.



From Phase Shift to Oxygen Partial Pressure

The phase shift is proportional to the dissolved oxygen partial pressure

following the Stern-Volmer equation:

pO2: Oxygen partial pressure

Φ0: Phase shift in the absence of O2

Φ1: Phase shift for partial pressure

equal to dO2

KSV : Stern-Volmer constant



From Partial Pressure to Concentration
( Henry’s Law )

Gas solubility in a liquid changes with

pressure and temperature.

As long as the temperature does not

change, the partial pressure of the gas

is proportional to its concentration in the

liquid.

Henry’s Law does not apply to Oxygen

because it’s too soluble.

Therefore, we use the oxygen solubility

table to calibrate oDo sensors.



Oxygen Solubility Table



How Fouling Affects oDo Sensors ?



Fouling Process



Fouling Affects oDo Sensors:

By reducing the oxygen permeability of the black protective coating.

However:

Reducing the contact surface of the lumiphore does not affect oDo

sensors based on phase shift method.

An oDo sensor works just fine even with ¾ of the surface of the

lumiphore clogged. ( Practical testing)

The permeability reduction is minimum.Therefore its effect on the

oDo measurement is negligible.



Fouling Affects oDo Sensors:

By creating a microclimate with altered oxygen

concentrations.

Depending on the nature of the biological organisms in

the fouling complex:

Creation of oxygen:

Quick release in the water

Minimum effect on the oDo sensors



Fouling Affects oDo Sensors:

Consumption of oxygen:

Supported by actual long-term deployment data

Reference data from an

LDM equipped multiprobe.

No fouling.

Data from non-LDM

equipped multiprobe.

Fouled sensors.



Example of Fouling Complex

Fouling complex

formed in Corpus

Christi Bay

Absence of fouling

on an LDM

equipped unit.



Example of Fouling Complex

Fouling complex formed in the Pearl River.

With LDMWithout LDM



Examples of oDo Sensors

Without LDM



Thank you
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